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NEW MEXICO LOBO

NMSU Priest to Talk I-I ere
A new presentation of lectures, ordination. He feels that they ager for the National Orchestra
slides, and music describing a face "deep emotional conflicts, Association. But he gave up his
New Mexico priest's efforts to often pulled, by their vocational music career to work with young
make religion more meaningful and personal interests away from people as a Dominican priest.
for college-age people will be the religion of their youth."
given at 8:30 p.m. Saturday,
The Newman Chapel at NMSU
Sept. 80, at the UNM anthropolo- was built entirely by . students.
gy building.
Designed by Albuquerque archThe show describes the pro- teet Gerald Gasparich, the chapel
gram of the Newman Center at has a handsome altar supported
New Mexico State University, by black granite stones from the
Las Cruces, which is led by the nearby Organ Mountains.
Rev. Blase Schauer, a native of
The altar is frequently decoGallup.
rated with native New Mexican
The presentation will be spon- plants such as yuccas and tumbleThe Women's Extramural
sored by the New Mexico Coun- weeds. New Mexico folk songs in Council has begun organization
cil of Churches and the liturgy Spanish are often sung by the for the first. sportsday of the year
committee of St. Thomas Aquinas students. Father Schauer also in- to be held at New Mexico State
Parish at UNM. It is titled, "The volves the students in working University Oct, 6.
Winds Thy Messengers, the with Indians at the nearby vilOrganizational meetings will
Flaming Tongues Thy Servants," lage of Tortugas.
be held this week for the sportsfrom the 108rd Psalm.
Father Schauer received a day, which will include both inTickets are available at Reid- bachelor's degree from the Uni- dividual and dual sports. Women
ling's downtown and at the UNM versity of California and a mas- interested in tennis will begin
Newm;m Center, 1815 Lomas ter's degree in musicology at practices this week, with a badN.E., at $3 for adults ad $1.50 Columbia University. He spent minton interest group scheduled
for students.
several years with the Robert for Tuesday, Sept. 26, at 4 p.m.
Father Schauer has worked Shaw Chorale, and later was Ji- in Room 15, Carlisle Gymnasium.
with college-age people since his brian a11d music personnel manOther sports included in this
first sportsday are bowling, swiming, golf, ping-pong, volleyball,
Feb. 3, April 6, July 6
basketball, ·softball, dancing, skiing, field hockey, track and field,
and gymnastics.
The Women's Extramural
Council works to provide the
women athletes at UNM a chance
for practice and competition, and
The National Teacher Exami- by several states for certifica- is also responsible for organizing
nations for college seniors pre- tion or licensing of teachers. women's sports for intercollegiparing to teach school will be Some colleges also require all ate competition.
administered Feb. 3, April 6, and · seniors preparing to teach to
July 6, 1968.
take the examinations.
Prospective teachers at UNM
On each full day of testing
should contact the school systems prospective teachers may take the
in which they plan to seek em- Common Examinations, which
ployment, their college, or the measure the professional prePlacement Office for specific ad- paration and general cultural
vise on which examinations to background of teachers, and one The Union games area will spontake and on which dates they of 13 Teaching Area Examina- sor a billiards tournament beginshould be taken.
tions which measure mastery of ning Monday, Oct, 2, at 7:30 p.m.
The Educational Testing Serv- the subject they expect to teach. in
the games area.
ice, which prepares and adminisConstests
in men's 14-1 and
ters the tests, announced recently
three-rail
billiards
and women's
that the examinations will be Homecoming Dance
14-1
billiards
are
scheduled.
An
given at nearly 500 locations in
All
students
interested
in
serventry
fee
of
50
cents
will
be
the United States.
ing on the Homecoming Dance charg~d.
.
Results of the NTE are used Committee are asked to a meetThose interested are asked to
by many large school districts in ing tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Room
contact Bob Cook in the games
the selection of new teachers and 250-E of the Union.
area or show up Monday night.

U.Women's Group
Pions Sportsdoy

v. 11 V\0,'8'

C!o f~

EXICO

PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS 6 BUTTONS. If we
dl>n't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for sampleB and list, MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax. Denver, Colonu!o. 80220.

Our Seventy-First Year ol Editorial Freedom

LOST
LOST PUPPY. Reward for information
leading to recovery of male Maltese-Terrier. Charcoal & White, long hair. ~hort
tail Near University. Name: 11Jeff~r- ·
son"". White face-black nose & e:vm.
Call CH 3-5730. 9/27, 28, 29; 10/2.
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Value of NSA Congress
Debated by U. Delegates

LAUNDRY FOR LOVERS
We have some ot the cutest lrirlll
who come to our laundry and coin-op
dry cleaners-honest I .Just ask one of
the male ~~ottendanta who Is iBIWIIl'll on
duty-be"D tell :vou. Guys-face it I
You not onlY wa!lt a cute lrirl-but
one that is reasonablY clean. Resular
attendance at our lanndry Is :vour
surest guarantee of meeting a cute,
e~ea.. girL That girl is t1010 (or has
just left. perish the thought) at
SPEED QUEEN LAUNDRY CENTER which is across from the Safe
way Store on Central, which is acrQ6s
the .street from tbe Lobo Theater,
which is across the street from • • •
it's h!lrd to explain but the address is
lovers I Wherever you are I
107 Dartmoutb S.E. Come Young

2

LOCATIONS

2408 Central SE -

Phone 243-4267
Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815

KDEF

"WAlT UNTIL DARK," a melodrama written by Frederick Knott
8Dd starring Phyllis Kirk, will be pres(!nted at the UNM Concert
HaD Oct. 16. The play opened first in New- York on Feb. 2, 1966,
to the acclaim of critics and audiences, and continued for 374 performanees to Dee. 31, 1966. Shown here in a scene from the
play is Phyllis Kirk, right, and her only aUy, Gemma Dennis, in
her lraUle against three brutal crooks.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

LOBO FOOTBALL

By SALLY McCOY
There are enough parking
spaces for students on campus if
they are willing to utiijze the lots
which are open to them, a recent
UNM police survey shows.
There were 360 vacant spaces
in the new Lomas Blvd. lot at 11
a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 19, the survey disclosed. Nor is the lot filled
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings.
This year there was a total

Get Your

Special Pizza Ticket
and Save Meal Money

By ROBERT A. GROSS
BROOKYLN, N. Y. (CPS)Plans to set up a union of students in New York City- an idea
originally proposed at this summer's National Student Association (NSA) Congress-are moving slowly,
At a .meeting recently student
representatives from 10 New
York City colleges set up an informal committee of campus organizers as a possible first step
toward forming such a union.
But at the same time, the
group stressed that student government and "student power''
leaders must build strong constituencies on their campuses before
any city-wide union could be effective.
First Plan Vetoed
The students rejected a proposal that a city-Wide union with
chapters on each city campus be
established immediately to ;provide funds and manpower to support protests at local colleges.
The proposal for a union was
made by Jay Dravich, student
body president at Long Island
University's Brooklyn Center. He
had orgqnized the meeting, the
first of a series to be held around
the courttey to discuss the union
of student ideas.
At last month's National Student Association Congress 1,200
students from· mo1•e than 330 colleges called for local unions of
students to bargain collectively

2600 CENTRAL SE

5700 Central SW
242-0811

hours: 2 p.m.- II a.m.

Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
2 p.m.-3 a.m.

247-0066 & 243-0939

OPEN 10 AM to 3 AM
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY

to 4 AM

gain of approximately 900 new
parking spaces, the largest sin•
gle addition being the Lomas Jot
with a 640-car capacity. About
300 spaces were lost, leaving an
addition of 600 parking spaces
to be found around the campus.
The parking difficulty arises
because UNM is a commuter university. Eighty-three per cent of
the students live off-campus and
therefore parking is a major
consideration.

"We realize it is an inconvenience for the students to have
to walk from the lots east of
Johnson Gym to a class in the
engineering
complex,"
Chief
Planner Robert Riley said, "but
if parking is permitted in the
interior section of campus, classroom buildings would then have
to be constructed around a central parking area. This would
cause too great a distance between the classroom buildings.''

arge
Tomato & Cheese
PIZZA

for

$

FREE

& fAST
DELIVERY

:

.

,,~

'
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Drugs 'Health Problem'
The drug resolution stated that
state legislatures should consider
drug addiction as a health problem instead of as an unlawful
act. Martin said, "I went into the
debate completely against the use.
of drugs in any form but after
hearing the medical facts I took a
very different view.''
Martin told the audience that
participants in the drug debate
were warned not to speak to anyone about the debate because "we
could be subpoenaed to lVashington to testify on the 'drug conference.' We were instructed to
treat everyone as though he were
a cop.''
"I will have to say that the '· '
reports given by the delegates
were inaccurate. The only delllgates who can give an honest
evaluation of the Congress are
myself, Steve Black (NSA Coordinator), and Rusty Bauman,
because we attended all of the
debates and were fully aware of
what was hapepning," McAdams
said.
"Congress Is Not NSA"
"The NSA Congress is not
necessarily the NSA. Facts were
distorted by the news media and
isues such as black power were
looked on with distaste aimplv
because the term "black power''
· has· bad' ·connotations. The balllc
part of the black power resolutipn, that ot turning the gtlid- ··.J#I
ance of the Negroes' destiny over
to the Negroes, was misunderstood as was much of what actually went on," he said.
Black said, "I frankly voted
against the black power resolu"(Continued on page 2)

Instead Yale has been closed
to through traiDc, allowing atudents to walk to claBBrooms and
the Union without interference
from drivers seeking parking
spaces. Lots on Yale are now
used by the faculty.
Students do not want to have
to walk to classes because New
Mexico is a "community of parking at the door," Riley said. But
perhaps if the student realizes
that the University is arranged
as it is in order to allow him
more closely situated classroom
areas and more pleasant walking conditions within the campus, he will be willing to walk a
'
few extra blocks from where he
Associated Students President
parks, he said.
John Thorson postulated his administration's theme of "visible
Cars or People?
government"
in his State of the
The
UNM
campus
can
be
suitwith administrators over issues strations on various issues. "Even
Campus
address
last night before
able
for
.
either
people
or
cars,
of student life, curriculum, and if there isn't one issue on which
Senate.
· "'·
Student
but
not
for
both,
he
said.
9
deciother matters.
you could all agree to demon-· sion must be made soon as to
Citing many programs already
Steve Black, NSA coordinator strate, administrators would be
which shall be preferred, he con- implemented this summer, and offor UNM, said last night that damn scared if separate demon- tinued.
fering several concrete plans for
the UNM delegation voted against strations were held on five or six
the
upcoming year, Thorson· said
Though for the present the
·the idea at the congress; hence campuses at the same time," be
that
"students will know this year
parking situation seems to be unUNM has no plans to ~articipate said.
that
student government is prescontrol, the lack of available
in any subsequent conferences on
But although most of the stu- der
ent
and
working on campus."
land near campus poses a major
the issue.
dents at the session agreed with problem
Thorson
said he worked acfor the future.
Dravich suggested that a union, calls for student power, they detively
for
five
preparing
Possibly by next year and cer- to assume the months
whose chapters would be financed cided only to set up an informal
office.
by a "head tax" on students at coordinating committee, whose tainly by 1970 there will be more
ASUNM presidents have hiseach school, was needed to pro- members would meet regularly to cars on campus than spaces to torically delayed assumption of
mote student power on city cam- exchange information on student park them. Up until now the the office until the school year
parking difficulties have been
puses.
power activities on their cam- taken care of on a yearly basis. starts.
Lack of Support Noted
puses.
Thorson said the International
But now, Riley said, a thorough
He noted that an eight-day. boyApproximately 75 students from evaluation of the parking sit- Center and the Alert Center are
cott of classes by BrooklYn Cen· 15 campuses attended the meetoperating in full force, and many
uation wil lhave to be made to other
ter students last spring drew lit- ing, but the number fell to less plan
concrete programs are in
for the future.
tle support from students at other than 50 after a four-hour discusmotion as a result of lengthy efcity schools and ultimately failed. . sion of the relative merits of 11top- Shuttle Bus Discussed
forts on the part of personnel
A shuttle-bus system from the acting this summer.
' The boycott, supported initially down" versus "grass-roots" orby most facult members at LIU, ganizing among students. At the lots near the stadium building is
For example, students were
was held to protest the firing of end, most representatives agreed being discussed.
saved $180 this summer when the
Another possibility is the cost of student directories was
Brooklyn Center provost William that the level of student conC. Birenbaum, as well as other sciousness varied so ·greatly building of more parking lots completely eliminated by negotiaissues.
among students at New York near the campus if land can be tions with a firm who took over
Dravich argued that if students City colleges that forming a re- obtained. · The cost of under- the cost in exchange for adverfrom other city campuses had gional union would be premature. ground parking areas or above tising. in the publication, he said.
joined the picket lines, the LIU
In regard to upcoming proSome members of the group ground parking structures is unboycott might have succeeded, "I questioned whether students were reasonable, Riley said. For un- grams, Thorson called for a camwant to see us now organize a really committed to achieving stu- derground parking the cost is pus-wide Viet Nam referendum
movement in the city so that stu- dent ;power. "A student strike approximately $4000 per space in the next few months. He also
dents aren't treated at other probably isn't valuable unless and for a structure about l2000 indicated that there is a strong
possibility that Stokeley Carschools at they were at LIU/' he you're really willing to dig in," per space, he said,
The problem is that money for michael will be among the list
told the meeting.
said Paul Mitman, of the New
Along the same line, NSA Pres• York regional office of Students these facilities cannot be taken of campus speakers tllis year.
The list also includes Dr. Marident Ed Schwartz suggested to for a Democratic Society. "One from the; building or landscaping
the gt•oup that they might co- weapon students have is refusing funds alteady established. No tin Luther King, Jr., F. Lee
mattet• what the solution, parking Bailey, Dr. Joyce Bt•others, and
ordinate their own local demon(Continued on page 8)
will have to pay for itself,
Mchbishop Jame$ A, Pike,
..., ' ...

Plans for Union of St:udent:s
Bog at: New. York Meeting

FRANK'S PIZZA

No~ 2

By WAYNE CIDDIO
WidE!ly varied and conflicting
opinions on the value of the summer's National Student Association Congress were voiced by
Congress delegates in reports
given to Student Senate last
night.
Jim McAdams, elected to the
National Supervisory Board of
NSA. during the Congress, aaid,
"The Congress was .. a complete
bust from the administrative and
organizational viewpoint, but
NSA is working on some fantas- ·
tic projects that everyone can
benefit from."
McAdams, former vice-president of the Associated Students
of UNM, spoke after three other
delegates had given their impressions of the Congress as "disappointing, unorganized, and a complete fiasco."
Bill Carr, ASUNM vice-president and one of the delegates to
the Congress, said, "I felt that
great headway was made in regional cooperation but the Congress as a whole was a great disappointment. I do not believe that
the role of NSA, is to draft re-

Parking Space Adequate, .Police Soy

WELCOME UNM STUDENTS

Try Franks
PIZZA

'2..
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When Out
WEST

"8>9

Varsity Barber Shops

U. Seniors Planning to Teach School
Should Take National Teacher Exams

Monday Cues Start
Of Pool Tournament

'7

U1" 3~'

WANT ADS

OLAS.SIFIED ~VERTJSING RATES:
4 Une ad., 65--4 tim.., ,2.00. ~~~~~
must be submitted by noon on day ...,.ore
publication to Room 159,· Student Publir.ations Buildlns. or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
ROOM&BOARD
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations available. 20 meals a w~
maid & linen service, co!<>.• '1N, s~
ming pool, laundry fBCJiities, pnvate
parking walking distanoe to campus.
Moderaiely priced. 803 Ash NE. Phone
248-2881.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sal"'! & Services, all
makes. 20 pereent discount Wlth thiS .ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Manday 6 thunday. E 6 E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.
FOR SALE
1966 YAMAHA YA-6 Motore;vele. Excellent condition. can ·Bob, 24ll.oo66
after 6 p.m. 9/25, 27, 28, 29
FORSALE
•
1956 RAMBLER MetropOlitan, rmmmg
condition. $150. Call after 5 p.m. phone
no. 268-4906. 9/27, 28, 29; 10/2.
ALASKAN Malamutes, PU.PPies and atud
service. Phone 247-2602. 9/,27, 28, 29;
10/2.
'
STUDENT Representative tor PLAYBOY
Magazine now hilS special rates for
UNM students. Call 247-9082. 9/27, 28,
29; 10/2.
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'Visibility' Theme
Of Thorson Tolk
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Law

Attorney t:o Challenge Marijuana
·By JOE PILATl
Collcginte Press Service
BOSTON-Over the next few
weeks, Boston attorney Joseph S.
Oteri might become one of the
most admired-and malignedfigures in the American legal profession.
Over the next few years, be
might become the primary instigator of a ~recedent which (if
underground optimists are correct) could literally make this
America of duplicity and inconsistency go up in a cloud of fi!Uphoric, metaphoric smoke.
'
And Oteri-a legal rationalist of
the old school who even looks a
bit like Darrow-is simply "doing
this thing." In his own words:
"Five years ago, I began defending kids accused of various marijuana violations. I've been singularly impressed with these people
--decent kids, not criminals, not
violent, full of life and peace.
Lawyer to Challenge Law
"Each one told me the same
story-marijuana is not addictive,
not harmful, a relatively innocuous substance. I started checking
into it and decided that the next
time we got a case, we would
challenge the law.''
The challenge is here. It goes
by the name Commonwealth vs.
Leis and Weiss, and pre-trial
•· hearings, e:x:pected to last for
several weeks, have begun in Suffolk Superior Court in oston.
Attion to Rise
The actual trial of Leis and
Weiss, two former· students
caught green-handed at Boston's
Logan International Airport, will
be the second act in Oteri's
drama. If he has his way, the
"action" will still be rising, wafting inexorably toward the U.S.
Supreme Court, after these local
hurdles are cleared.
In an interview at his office, the
36·Year-old lawyer said he and
his associates have lied up 23
expert witnesses who will attest
to the unworkability and probable
unconstitutionality of current
anti-marijuana statutes. The witnesses' names cannot yet be made
public-although compendia of
names from the more level-beaded
recent anthologies and artcles on
pot provide a set of excellent
hints.
'Prosecution to Have Help
Oteri's firm-Crane, Inker, and
Oteri-has offered the attorneys
for the prosecution, Hale and
Dorr (who are also attorneys for
Boston University) "full mutual
disclosure of witnesses before the
hearings begin.'' Hale and Dorr
have not yet responded to the
offer.
Spearheading the prosecution
will be attorney James D. St.
Claire, who was Joseph Welch's
assistant in the 1954 Army-Meearthy hearings. St. Clair was
appointed a special assistant for
the case by District-Attorney
Garrett Byrne.
Oteri Is Hip Lawyer
Oteri estimates that the pretrial hearing will take three to
four weeks at the very least. ''We
may eut our 23 witnesses by five
or so, just to speed it up," said
one of his assistants, who also
intimates that the attorneys for
the prosecution are having trouble
finding witnesses, not to mention
reputable data1 which would support existing laws.
,
Oteri's office in downtown Boston, lushly carpeted and panelled,
is as subdued and conventional as
the lawy~r himself is not. A wood·
en sign hanging on his office bookcases bursting with legal tomes is
indicative of the somewhat puck·

ish but essentially dignified atti•
tudes Oteri carries into the case;
lettered in the serifed style, of
''B" Westerns and embelUshed
with the curlicues and chiruscorD
artwork, it says "Honest Lawyer:
Two Flights Up." Oteri is by no
stretch of the imagination (and
no bending of the mind) a ''hippie
lawyer"-but he's a hip lawyer,
and more importantly, he's angry.
Laws Exclude Leaders
He feels that present marijuana
laws "run the risk of. excluding
perhaps 25 per cent of the future
leader:; of this country, branding
them as "drug addicts." He says
he is having trouble convincing
people ''I'm interested in a legal
problem, not a medical problem.
There are an awful lot of lives
ruined by virtue of this law, and
I'm trying to compel the courts
and the Congress to take a long
look at this problem.".
As you watch Joe Oted sitting
in his swivel chair with his feet
propped on his well-polished mahogany desk, gesturing with a
giant cigar ("less harmful than
tobacco cigarettes, and legal1'),
you're aware almost instantly
that for him, "this problem" refers to anachronism in American
jurisprudence more than it does
to nascent anarchism in the lack
of respect for present anti-pot
laws manifested by American
youth.
Not Legalizing Marijuana
"We are not advocating legalization of marijuana," he stressed,
"but we say that it could be regulated, with prohibitions on age
groups that can get it, and so
forth," he says. He drew the familiar analogy between current
anti-marijuana laws and the Prohibition amendment of the twenties: "Prohibition dealt with a
downright dangerous and addictive drug: even now, fully three
:percent of the population is ad·
dieted to alcohol. On the other
side of the fence, we have the
much more innocuous substance
called marijuana-can we afford
to prohibit it?"
Unprecedented Step
Oteri's arguments for dismissal of charges against Leis and
Weiss, codified and couched into
the cumbersome sentence-structures of the legal brief, would be
familiar to readers of the underground press. But their assertion
in a court of law (perhaps especially in Massachusetts, with its
heritage of witch-hunting both
literal and figurative) represents
an almost unprecedented progressive step.
The defendants' motion con·
tends that the Massachusetts sta·
tute is "arbitrary and irrational
and not suited to achieve any
valid legislative end in that it
fails to properly distinguish between marijuana and so-called
'hard narcotics,' such as cocaine,
opium, and morphine, and it imposes harsh penalties upon mere
possession of marijuana or possession with intent to sell, or being present where marijuana is
kept, without showing that use of
this substance i)resents a threat
to the public health, safety and
morals.
Claims Refuted by Evidence
"The claims of grave danger
are contradicted by the weight of
-scientific evidence, which is being
ignored by the government, and
hence the statute under which de·
fendant is prosecuted, and the
entire statutory schemes, violates
the due process of law guaranty
of the Fourteenth Amendment..."
The motion further argues that
the statute "goes beyond the

Former D.H. Lawrence Fellow at U.
Publishes Collection of 70 Stories
Jascha Kessler, a D. H. Law·
renee Fellowship recipient from
UNM, has just had his newest
book published. The volume is a
collection of short fiction entitled
"An Egyptian Bondage and Other Stories."
The fellowship includes a trust
fund raised from the sale of
manuscripts contributed by contemporary authors w h i c h is
matched by University funds. 'l'he
recipient lives and worl«! for a

year at the D. B. Lawrence
Ranch near Taos, which is owned
by the University.
Kessler's b o o k contains 10
stories, primarily concerned with
the American Jewish scene. Some
of the stories are graphic deaeriptions of a resort hotel, and are
written with naturalistic details
that suddenly become freighted
with moral and symbolic meanings.

valid exercise 11f police power of
the Commonwealth in that it
seeks to control activity which
has not been shown to pose a serious and immediate danger to the
public health, eafety or morals''
and that it would "deny to the
defendant his rights to life, Iiberty and property, without due
process of law, as well as the
right to security, privacy and thl!
pursuit of pleasure, in violation
of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments ( ... ) as they are applied
to the states by the Fourteenth
Amendment."
States Expected to Follow
And it goes. on: present law
"would deny to the defendant the
equal protection of the laws in
that it has singled out posses·
sors of ( . . . ) marijuana, while
the laws permit use, sale, and
possession of substances far more
harmful than marijuana, to wit:
alcoholic beverages and cigarettes
containing tobacco. . .'' Finally,
the motion points out that present
law "would impose on the de·
fendant excessive and cruel and
unusual punishment (five-to-tenyear prison terms) in violation of
the Eighth Amendment to the
Constitution, as incorporated into
the Fourteenth.''
Oteri noted that since most
states' marijuana laws are ba$ed

upon the Uniform Narcotics Act,
brain-child of the vnerable if
vulnerable Harry J. An slinger,
one-time head of the Federal
Narcotics Burea\1, if the Massachusetts statute is declared uncoJJstitut\onal, ''it is reasonable
to expect other states to follow
along.''
..
Others Start Proceedings
"I've received more than 50
letters from other lawyers in at
least ten states, who have started
the same kind of proceedings,"
·Oteri added. Many earlier cases
brought to Oteri himself, prior
to that of Leis and Weiss, are also
held in abeyance pending a decision in the next few months.
Oteri emphasizes that he considers marijuana to be "a very
harmful substance at the present
time, because it's illegal. I would
strongly urge everyone not to
use it, but not to give up the
fight to change the law.'' To
Oteri:s thinking, "the .only su~~tant1a~ argument agamst marlJuan~ 1s that we. don~t need to
legahze another mto:x:1cant. But
why P.ut people w~o c~oose ~o
~s~ ~ th1s particular mtox1cant m
Ja!~·
And ~~w that the argume~t
that mariJUana lea~~ to ~erom
has bee:: shot dow!!•. Oten sug.
gested, the authonttes are start-

Drawings of the 60's Shown Here
Three contemporary exhibits
are now showing in the University Art Museum in the UNM
fine arts building, "L.A.-N.Y.Drawings of the 1960s" will run
through Oct, 8 in the upper gallery.
Works of Cady Wells will be
on display in the lower gallery
through Oct. 15, and an exhibit
entitled "The Print: Processes
and Media," will be on view in
the print room until Oct. 15.
The annual purchase exhibition
will open with a reception for the
Friends of Art at UNM on Oct.
22, and will run until Nov. 19 in
the upper gallery.
The lower gallery will feature
calligraphy by Ralph Douglass
and photographs of l'enaissance
sculpture by Clal'ence Kennedy
Oct. 22-Dec, 3.

Lithographs by Paul Wunder·
lich will be' shown in the print
room from Oct. 22, through Dec,
3.
An exhibit entitled "Tiepolo
to Goya" is tentatively schedul·
ed for Dec. 3 to Jan. 7 in the UP•
per gallery, and the UNM faculty
exhibition will be shown Dec. 10
-Jan. 28, in the lower gallery.
The Museum's permanent collection of nineteenth-century
prints will be on display in the
print room .Dec. 10-Jan. 28.
A young photographers exhibit
is scheduled to open Jan. 28 and
run through Feb. 26 in the upper
gallery, and a children's exhibition will go on display Feb. 11.
Engravings by Pieter Bruegel
will be shown in the Museum's
print room Jan. 28-Feb. 25.

NSA Congress Value Debated
(Continued from page 1)
tion simply because it would have
been taken out of context and
misconstrued by the public.,
A proposal aimed at forming
student unions completely independent from administrative control was voted down by the UNM
delegation, said Black.
"The value of discussion on
major resolutions is in the publicity NSA receives and the clar-

ing to say it leads to LSD. This
is curious, because it amounts to
saying marijuana should be a
felony because it leads to a misdemeanor-which, in any case,
it doesn't.''

WM!iil
Maker~

of Hand Made

Indian Je..,ehy
OLDTOWN

(/~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFF~RS

T~e

largest Selection of
Hallmark Cords
Halloween &, P.arty Items
Wedding· lnvitc:llions
and All Paper Gt~od~
expert Monogramming.
Yes We Have Our New
Xmos Alb~ms in For 1967
3501 Lomas N.E. 255·4989

The year of the

YAMAHA

The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingln' thing for Spring.
Double everything ... 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes •.. for more GO.
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ilication of student views and
stands. The stands of the NSA
are thus made clear to the public,"
McAdams said.
In case some of you missed it,
the spelling is now M-a-r-c Reed.
"K stands for strikeouts and C
for completions," says Arizona
Sports Information Director,
Frank Soltys.

BOBBY J'S
MOTORCYCLE SALES
6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Phon• 255-0237

BY MIK
• E ANDERS~N
Collegiate Press Service
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. _ The
Air Force has ca.ncel!ed a research project at the University
of Minnesota which was so secret
that the University's newly selected president didn't even know
what it was.
When the president, Malcolm
Mooa; found out about the project,
,he objected strongly, and said he
didn't want the Univeraity involved in secret government research
· '
.
. .
But the A1r Force sa1d 1t cancelled renewal of the, two-year,
$200,000 contract because of
"~ack of funds," not Moos' object1ons. The lack of funds was supposedly cause~ by the Vi~t Nam
war.. The Mmnesota Dally the
campus newspape~, has learned
· that th? contract. mvolved meth·
ods of mterrogat10.n that humans
were use!i as .subJects,_ and that
the campus pohce were mvolved.
Secrecy Attached
. The contract with the Univers1ty was 70 per cent subcontracted. to North Star Research and
Development Inst~tute in Minneapohs. The maJQrity of North
Star's WOI'~ ha~ some ~ecrecy
attached to 1t, satd the Daily,
Officials from North Star Institute, the University, and the
U.S.. Government ·Defense. Contract Administrative Service have
confirmed the existance of the
proj~ct but have no comment on
specifics.
.
. .
At a meetmg on Sept. 15, the
university's board of regents
voted unanimously over Moos' objections t,o renevy- the classified
psychological testmg program for
two years.

. Carlos Montoya in the UNM
The regents originally approv- courage such projects.
most of it involving biological and Concert Hall on Saturday, Oct.
ed the secret contract withQut
Many universities, including chemical warfare was a major 21, are $1 less than general adany publiction Jan. 14, 1966. · Harval'd, ''have met the question source of controv~rsy on college mission rates. Student tickete
The contract began in March of bead on" and refuse to accept any ca.mpuses during last year, most are $2.60 downstairs and $2 in
1966: Univer,sity Business Vice· aecret work, Moss said.
notably at the University of the balcony, and are on $ale at
President Laurence Lunden is the
Secret government research, Pennsylvania.
the Concert Hall ticket office.
highest official who knows details ----..::...----~·_ _ __:__ _ _:.__ _;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:.::.:;__::.:::=::.::..:.::=...::=::...:.::==of the secret contract, since Moos
has not yet been cleared to handle
sec!et ~nforma~ion, He became
Un1vers1ty pres1dent Sept. 1.
Important to. Defense ~pr~
Lunden sa1d the pro~~ct fborder~ ~m the health area and was
or1gmally approvf;ld by Moos'
pre4ecessor, 0, Meridith Wilson.
Lunden said the project is ''very,
very important to a defsne eft
fort" and both the government
and the peraonnel working on the
project wanted it continued
At the September regent; meeting, Lunden asked the board to
'111ct on faith alone" and renew
the contract fot• two years.
His recommendation was accl;lpted without opposition, except
from Moos, a former speechwriter
for Preeident Eisenhowel'. Moos
said he was "disturbed'' about
secret work at universities and
wanted "the minutes of this
meeting to reflect my concern.''
Moos Discourage Projects
"Basically, I am opposed to
such reaeareh because it tends to
guide the direction of free in·
quiry" within the academic community and concerns an area in
which "you know so little and
have so little control " Moos said
He agreed that th: government
has to conduct military research,
but said it should be done in
"think tanks" or by private industry. Moos said that he is "on
the side of the angels" on the
issue and that his position as
president definitely will be to dis-

Letters
.
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TV SET-sorority
Comparison ln'VaJid
Dear Editor:
In reference to Mr. Roehl's
article of 9/21/67 entitled "The
Greek View From Here": we
strongly feel that his covert com·
parison of sorority rushees to
prospective color television set
buyers has no validity for the
following reasons:
1, All television sets1 regardless of the brand, televise the
same programs; only such fea•
tures as the actual color, cabi·
net, etc., may vary. The personalitY. of. the television set has
little leeway for flexibility. A
sorority, on the other hand, is
involved wi.h the human element
-it does not project the same
image as the other eight nor are

PRICED FROM
s1oo TO s4oo
NOW 3 STORES
Star• No. 1-1441·A Eubank N.E.-Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
Store No. 2-1720·A Bridge St. S.W.-GoH Plaza Center
Store No. 3-4210 4th St. N.W.
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 10 TO 6

Coming soon • • • • •

New Store in UNM area.

"Titiuk of us lit-st''

One 9f New Mexico's most sue• cessful War on Poverty programs
• -the Home Improvement Project
- has been continued through
'· next F~bruary .with a grant of
$184,063 from the Office of Eco.. nomic Opportunity. The project
' is administered by UNM. ·
New financing will permit HlP
to take in 80 more school drop' outs between the ages of 16 and
26 and give them training in basic
home building and repair skills in
addition to rudimentary mathematics and English instruction.
Youths to participate in this
phase of the project will be selected from tu"eas in the South
.. Vallet e:x.tj)n.ding .as .fal' as Belen•.
Participants are chosen by their
own neighborhood associations.
During the two years the project has been in existence, more
than 800 young men have received
training in the basics of sueh
skills as carpentry, masonry, and
plastering. Most of the former
trainees aro now gainfully .em·
ployed, L. E. Roberts, adminis·
trator of the project, said re-

•

Letten are welcome, and

should be no lollller thir.n 260
words tn>ewrltten, double
spaced. Name. telephone num·
ber and addtoea must be in·

cludedi althouah nllllte will be
withhe d UJ>On YCQ11011t.

' A sororits programs the same.
ity is a group , of individuals
each possessing her own personality.
2. Many rushees have very
little and often very faulty
knowledge about sororities when
they start rush. Visiting every
house gives the rushee an opportunity to examine every group
and then to decide in which group
she would feel the most comfor·
table. A rushee who knows very
little or nothing about the soror•
ities on campus cannot possibly
pick out one or two which she
would like to join with any de·
gre of accuracy.
3. A color television set can
easily be exchanged for another;
a sorority cannot!
-Name Withheld by Request

·NM War on Poverty
Receives OEO Grant
BERMUDAS---SURFERS---SHORTS---SKIRTS
Skirt Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES~--Siack Suits
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USAF Cancels Pro/·. ect at U. of Minn. ~~~;:~e;: ~-=·

The styling has that

no-nonsense look, lean and
racy like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So'stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you'll kntlw why Yamaha,
with proven oil-injection, is
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

cently.
The project has brought approximately $600,000 in stipends
and salaries to the trainees and
their immediate supervisors who, like the participants, also
are selected by their own local associations. And the total value of
homes repaired - or, in some
cases, built ft·om the ground up-:.
now· stands at about $760,000,
Roberts said.
Members of neighborhood as·
sociations select the homes of the
very needy in their nreas to be
repaired. The HlP trainees1 working under professional supervision, make the repairs, generally
using donated materials a n d
learning their skilhHln the job. · ·
"We have had excellent cooperation from many local firms,"
Roberts said.
The current phase of the project wili be the last one funded by
OEO, which set the program up
on a demonstration basis, Roberts
said.
Funding i<~t :Cutu1•e efforts will
be sought from :fedet•al m:mpowm:
t,t•aining !n'IJ$1;'.':•n-,:<, 'h•· f!atll.

Here's the mean one. Honda
Scrambler 160. Designed mean
and rugged for rough riding, sharp
and cool for the eampus. Clean,
perfectly balanced for easy handling.
And Honda's dependable OHC
4-stroke engine delivers up to 116 mpg.
Performance? Speeds up to 75 mph.
Initial price, upkeep and insurance are
impressively low. Parking? No problem.
Make the scene at any of Honda's 1,800
dealers. Take a safety demonstration ride.
Watch for the Scrambler 160. You'll agree
it's a mean machine- at .a lowdown price.
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:HOlVDA.
Shapes the world of wheels

See the "Invisible Circle;' color film at your local

Hond~

dealer. Pfck ups color brochure and

· · safety Pa'iriphre~; or Wr1te: 'Atfleric·a·n -HOnda MOtOr CO.,"lriC:,··o·ept· C~9; ·eoX'SO, GarOena; C81il. 90247; 01967; J\HM." ·· ·· ·· ·· · · · · ... ··• ..

WHEEL WORLD
2736 Carlisle NE

HONDA
265·5745
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----------------The Rowan Column
McNamara's New Wall

By 'CARL T. ROWAN

On Closing the 'Credibility Gap'
WEST CHESTER, Pa.-11l'm convinced that Lyndon Johnson will
settle only for complete surrender by Ho Chi Minh and the Communists," the young professor said. "I'm convinced that no other end
to the VietNam war is acceptable to him,"
I looked down the dinner table as a couple of !ltudents at West
Chester State College nodded weakly, as if inclined to agree, but not
quit!! sure.
"But how does that make sense?" I asked, "when you have just
told me what A totally political animal Lyndon Johnson is? And
when you have said Johnson is in deep political trouble because of
"'
* "'
this war?
"Wouldn't logic suggest that a politically sensitive President, desiring re-election, would want out of this war almost as much as he wants
to breathe ?"
This led to a discussion of the recent controversy over the claim by
former editor Harry Ashmore that the President undercut a major
peace effort by Ashmore and Miami editor William Bagge by dispatching a tough letter to Ho. There was talk of other alleged "peace rejections'' by Washington.
"'
* "'
Then a couple of dinner guests chimed in with comments that "JQhnson is in an impossible dilemma"-that however badly he wants peace
in Viet Nam, he must get it on terms good enough to prevent the
Republicans from filling the 1968 campaign with charges that the
Democra.ts are "soft on communism."
When the talking was all done, it was clear that most of the people
at that dinner believed President Johnson really wants to solve the
VietNam war only by giving the Communists a military drubbing.

.

*

*

*

This I found both surprising and disturbing, particularly in view
of the fact that only hours earlier United Nations Ambassador Arthur
Goldberg had said to the General Assembly:
u, •• This conflict can and should be ended by a political solution at
the earliest possible time. A military solution is not the answer. For
our part, we do not seek to impose a military solution on North Viet
Nam or on its adherents. By the same token, in fidelitlf to a political
solution, we will not permit North Viet Nam and its adherents to im·
pose a military s11lution upon South VietNam.''

*

"'

*

*

•

*

These students and faculty members to whom 1 talked at dinner
were no wild-eyed placard bearers, no irrational demonstrators. They
were just ordinary Americans, troubled, confused, looking for help in
staking out an area of true belief-and not finding enough help from
their government.
It seems to me that there is a lesson in their suspecting the worst
about their president and their government-even in the fact of
those pretty plain words by Goldberg. Tha lesson is that if Americans
found the Goldberg speech unconvincing, so did foreigners at the UN
and the decision-makers in Hanoi, Moscow, and Pe~ing.
.

'

,

The truth is that millions of Americans have come to think that the
U.S. plays the game of foreign nlations the Mme way the Russians
do: that we talk one track, even as we roll resolutely down another.
The people seem to think that, with deliberate cynicism, we talk
peace even while delivering death in ever-larger doses.
Thus, it is easy even for Americans to believe that Goldberg could
deliver his peace appeal, for propaganda efl'ect, with a certain kno:wl·
edge that Hanoi would reject it, And· this rejection would become justification enough :for further escalation of the bombing of North
* • •
VietNam.
Well, there surely was no doubt in the White House or State De•
partment that Hanoi would respond negatively. To ask Hanoi publicly
to pledge peace talks if the U.S. stops the bombing is equi"alent to
asking Ho to beg for mercy in front of the whole world. It just isn't
going to happen.
I said months ago that if the U.S. stopped the bombing without any
implied threats--or promises-we would get a real Clue as to whether
· a political solution is possible. I said we could make our next moves in
good conscience once we had .made an honest, bold move that many
wise men say is the absolute key to peace. I said that the potential
benefits far outweigh the potential dangers. I still believe this.
A major potential benefit might be the restoration of the credibility
of the President and of the United States government among people
like those l -saw here. And that is a benefit not to be passed over
lightly.
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By DAVID LLOYD-JONES
Collegiate Press Service
TORONTO -- If thel.'e were a
place where a young American
could m11ve without culture
shock, earn a respectable living,
and escape the majol' stresses of
:~i! ~:~~umber migl).t choose
In the past few years more and
more Americans have been find•
ing Canada such a place.
15,000 Ar.rive
With a population of 20 million, a way of life that is only
marginally different from the
American, political freedom, job
opport11nities and-for some most
important-no conscription, Canada is easy to make the transition to. About 15,000 Americans
move to Canada every year.
Until recently this migration
has been more than matched by
the 'brain drain' Cana.dians worry
about - the severa.l thousand
nurses, teachers, imd production
workers who move each year into
the States. But this year, for the
first time since the war, it is
expected that migration to Canada will outweigh immigl'atioii
to the U.S.
Escape Taxation
If the U.S. is the home of the
brave and the land of the free,
Canada is the home of the pea.ceful and land of the free. Retired
people come here to escape. the
high taxation of the warfare
state, The middle-aged move to
similar jobs in a place where
they can take a sa.fe stroll at
night and where the police don't
brandish billies. Guns, if they
are carried at all, are kept in
holsters out of sight.
More recently - and this accounts for the change in direction
of the brain drain-young Americans are more and more moving
to Canada to evade the draft and
involvement in the war. Canadian
immigration officials have no
record of the number of immigrants who were 1-A before they
arrived, but Marc Satin, who
runs the Toronto office of the
anti-draft program, says he gets
about half-a-dozen draft-evaders
through the office a day, and
says that the load is about the
same in offices in Montreal and
Vancouver. There are also eight
small offices and groups helping
draft evaders in other cities.
Thousands. of others simply cross
the border as landed immigrants

without contacting groups con- sory examination of baggllge. It
is illegal, howeve:r, for vi11itors
cerned with draft ev11ders.
to work in Ca-.lBda, and a visitor
Evadera Not Pro~uted
must
g en e r a II y :return to the
Since Canada'lil unified armed
U.S.
in
order to make application
services are manned by volunfor
immigration.
teers, Canada does not recognize
Any student admitted to a
''draft evasion" or "international
flight to avoid prosecution" as reputable Canadian school and
crimes, though these are punished having the money to pay for it
by five and ten years in jail in may enter Canada on a "student
the · U.S. Consequently, draft entry certificate" wbich allows
him to work during the summer
evaders cannot be extradited.
Tom Kent, the left-leaning and become. a landed immigrant
chief civil servant of the Depart- without leaving the country once
ment of Citizenship and Immigrl\• he has graduated.
tion, has put it quite plainly: Mood Is Complex
The mood of this country to"There is not any prohibition in
ward
draft resisters is complex.
the Immigration Act or regulations against the admission of There is predictable bigotry
persons who may be seeking to against blacks, though not as
avoid induction into the armed venomous as in the States, and
services and, therefore, providing there are the perennial little old
they meet immigration require- ladies who write nasty letters to
ments we have no basis in law the newspapers.
More generally, a bare majorfor barring their entry.''
Asked about American efforts ity of Canadians l!eem to be opto prosecute draft resisters, Ex- posed to the American war
(though the government is a
ternal Affairs Minister Paul Marmember
of the International Con·
tin said that Canada does not
"feel under any obligation to en- trol Commission in VietNam, and
force the laws of any country in lhence stri~tly neutral), either
from principled opposition to its
that regard."
illegality and immorality or
Immigrants Must Be 18
An American who wishes to through a feeling of nationalistic:
become a citizen of Canada en· superiority to the U.S. These peoters as a landed immigrant by ple therefore suppo:rt draft evadfilling in the appropriate forms. ers.
from the Department of Citizen- Americans Welcomed
ship and Immigration and either
Since Canada has a chronic
mailing them to Ottawa, the cap- shortage of skilled labor, employital, or presenting them at the ers welcome Americans, who are
border when he enters Canada. generally be t t e r educated and
A would-be immigrant must be trained than other immigrants or
18 years old (though his wife Canadians. Draft evaders here
need not be) and not a member report little difficulty in finding
of one of the "prohibited classes." jobs, and none have had more
Prohibited classes are defined by than occasional friction with
Section 5 of the Canadian Immi- jingoes and hawks.
gration Act to include idiots, the
The student council of Univerinsane, convicted criminals, and sity College, representing 2000
those who are likely to become student at the University of Torpublic charges.
onto, last week voted 1\Uppo:rl of
Those jailed for civil rights a campaign draft evaders in Canactivity are not likely to be bar- ada. The resolution, supported by
red, and any healthy, .honest the Student Christian Movement
young man with either a job of- and B'nai B'rith Hillel, the two
fer or enough money to survive largest associations on the earnon is likely to be admitted. News- pus, gave $250 to provide temp·
papers here have from time to orary shelter and assistance for
time commented that the certi- American students who are refication 1~A is a pretty good sisting the draft by going to Canguarantee of the quality of an ada.
immigrant,
Psychology Pr11fessor Martin
Anyone May Visit
Wall of University College said
Almost any An:terican may visit a continued effort will be made
Canada. Soldiers in uniform are to raise money from other sturequired to produce leave papers dent associations and to inform
at the border, but others pass An:terican students ab11ut the pos·
into the country after only cur- sibilities of going to Canada.
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Studen~s

Meet, Talk,
Listen at U. 1-Center

As the world gets smaller,
communication and understanding become necessary between
countries, as well as between foreign and American students at
UNM.
"The newly opened Interna·
tiona.l Center is the reali:llation of
such a hope for cooperation here

Boptist.Students
Offered Program
A three-fold program including
worship, fellowship, and mission
service is offered by the Baptist
Student Union, 409 University
S.E., which ministers to 1000 Baptist students at UNM this fall.
Noonday WOl'Bhip services are
held twice weekly at 12:40 in the
cha.pel at the cente1·. Programs
involve community people and
students.
John Robert Baker is the new
dh•ecto1·. He is completing his
doctorate in theology from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, and comes to the center
after several pastorates. Miss
Marie McKinley, the assistant
director, is serving her second
year. She is also a graduate of
Southwestern Theological Seminary. Lela Beth Criswell is the
worship coordinator.
Ea.ch year UNM's Baptist Student Union, working with the five
other student groups at colleges
in New Mexico, sends summer
missionaries to work in various
parts of the world. This past
summer Rosslyn Mynatt from
UNM went to Pe1·u, and Lela
Beth Criswell worlted in Jamaica.
Two other UNM students
WQrked under the auspices of the
Home Mission Board of the
Southern Baptist Convention.
Sharon Raper served in Illinois
and Kirby Clark worked in California.

on campus," John Bakas, promo.
ter of the idea said.
Bakas auggested last year that
the Centel' be built, and 1100n support spread as inany students
realized the need for the Center.
''We've tried to create an easy
type of atmosJlhere here where
11tudents can come just to talk
informally and exchange ideas on
common ground," Bakas explained. "It is a student-sponsored
monument to the ideals of world
cooperation.''
The Center will sponsor flamenco dances, poetry reading sessions, films, foreign literature
readings, coffees, and teas, among
other activities,
Non-credit courses will be offered in conversational Greek,
Japanese, and Swedish.
"Discussions on international
affairs will also be held so students may come together to integrate social and academic efforts,'' Ba.kas said.
Sponsored by the Nationa.l International Affairs Commit~e,
the !-Center was alotted $7000
this year. About $600{) in material donations were also made,
The Center wil lserve a.s a meeting pla.ce not only for the 361
foreign students on campus, but
also for approximately 450 more
non-student foreign visitors during the year.
"The stereotype of foreign people as impossible to communicate
with should be eliminated, and it
can be with a place to familiarize
American students with cultures
and ways of life far different
from our own," Bakas said.
"There is a tremondous need
for cooperation between people.
The world today is no longer a
world of powerful nations, but
of the weak ones also. Every nation has something valuable to
offer,'' he concluded.
The I-Center is now open from
4 p.m. to 9 p.m. every weekday
and all day Saturday and Sunday.

Violinist Arturo Delmonti,
Republicans Plan
Careers Seminar Cellist: Toby Saks to Play·
For U. Students
A Republican pal'ty "Opportunities Unlimited'' conference
will be held ~t UNM Sat., Dec, 9.
The program is designed to inform college students of the opportunities available for careers
in various fields of public service,
and to interest them in assuming
political responsibility within the
Republican party.
Under ''Invitation to Leadership/' students will be given a
one-day look at "total citi:~Jen
ship," or the idea of individual
involvement in affairs of the p1.1rty
and nation.
The keynote speaker will deal
with the "Republican Opportunity" which will further be described in a campaign case study,
career seminars, and a llession on
party organization.
Successful state candidates will
talk about the nature of their
campaigns, what it took to win,
and other factors.
A Republican senator, congressman, or other prominent party
leader will conclude the conference in a session devoted to discussion of national issues.
The ''Opportunities Unlimited"
program was started last Dec. 10
at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison.
In addition to the conference
at UNM, 11 other conferences
will be held during the fall and
winter.

Arturo Delmonti, violinist, and
Toby Saks, cellist, will perform
at the season's first UNM ·concert
Oct. 13.
The two internationally known
soloists will play Johannes
Brahms "Concert for Violin and
Cello.'' Other numbers to be performed are Virgil Thomson's
"Louisiana Story" and Felix
Meudelsonhn's "Violin CQncerto."
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the
Concert Hall, the program bas
been arranged to coincide with
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cents. This pamphlet covers all
facets of migration to Canada.
''Immigration to Canada and
its Relation to the Draft," a
pamphlet !)Ut out by the Vancouver Committee to Aid American War Objectors, is avail·
able on request.
"Guide to Canadian citizenship" is a summary of Canadian history and politics put
out by the Canadian government for new immigrants. It is
available on request from the
Canadian Citizenship Branch of
the Department of Citizenship
and Immigration, Ottawa, Ontario.
"ltp Tight with the Draft?"
is a survey of draft alternatives
from a pacifist perspective,
available for ten cents from the
War Resisters League, 5 Beek-

man Street, New York, 10038.
"Handbook for Conscientious
Objectors" is available for $1
from the Central Committee
for Conscientious Objectors,
2006 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., 19103, ot 514 Mission
Street, San Francisco, Calif.
94105.
Edmund Wilson's "0 Cana•
da," (New York, Farrar,
Strauss, and Giroux, 1965) is a
survey of modern Canadian literature, meant for Americans.
Canadian consulates in New
York, Chicago, Denver, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles
have immigra.tion personnel Qn
their staffs. Other consulates
are in Boston, Philadelphia,
New Orleans, Cleveland, De•
troit, and Seattle. The embassy
is in Washington, ]).C.

il

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

...,..................
-·-.

Groups Aid Draft Resisters
TORONTO (CPS) - The
following groups offer assistance to American draft resisters contemplating emmigration
to Canada:
West Coast: Committee to
Aid American War Objectors,
Box 4231, Vancouver 91 British
Columbia; phone 604-738-4612. .
Central States: Anti-Draft Pro·
gram, 658 Spadina Avenue,
Toronto 4, Ontario; phone 41692'1-6851. Eastern States: Montreal Council to Aid War Resisters, Box 231, Westmount 6,
Montreal, Quebec; phone 514931-3007.
Publications of interest to
draft-eligible men might include the following:
"Escape from Freedom," a
24-page pamphlet published by
the .b.nti-Draft Program at 658
Spadina Ave., Toronto 4; 50

Homecoming, Kurt Frederick,
orchestra conductor, said that
last year's concert program at
that time was conductor, said
that last year's concert program
at that time was so successful
that the experiment is being repeated.
Admission to all concerts is included in the JllUBic department's
performance Series package. Tickets are available at the Concert
Hall box office at $6 fol' the general public and $3 for students.

O••"~·

Sweaters Set
A Classic
.Example

Everyone knows that's the only way to hove something left over.
And there are a lot of special occasions corning up: Homecoming,
Christmas vacation, maybe (I trip or lwo. Some time during the
year, you C!re bound ro get the "shorts.'' But not if you open an
account with .the AmeriCC!n Bonk of Commerce. You'll hove the
money for the futurll-whether it's fiesta, graduation, marriage or
a baby. Ye$, baby, sC!ve, Do it at the American
Bank of Commerce, downstairs in lh" Union
'BUilding.

AMERICAN
BANK of

WrlAf Tt-let HSCK lS A NAIL., 'THO~'!"

Third and Conlrol llownto•n

....

Dec. 9

TAr••

·COMMERCE
,
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PHONE 241-1021

Union lulhlln,, Unktnlly ollie" MCiiCo

'l'l'ied and true handsom~
styling takes you to
dasses and through irri;.
portant extraeurrjcular
activities. Cardigans,
Mock Turtles and pu]l.
overs·.•.ligh~ "eight .
. but big on Wafmlth.

from

fll

• Puritan • Arrow
• PettdJeton • WickbUl'3
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Underdog Lobos, Stone Lead in
Passing
m

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
N'ew Mexico an eight-point
underdog to Iowa State this
weekend goes into that game
with sor:.e pretty impressive ere~
dentials.
·
Stone Leads Nation
UNM is the No, 1 pa!!sing team
in the nation Quarterback sensation Teny Stone heads the nation
·
·
in forward passing
yardage and
is second in total offense yardage
and in the pass completion cJ~te·
gory
Racks Up- 441 Yards
The Baylor University triUIS•
fer has 441 yards of total offense
to trail Florida State's Kim Hammond who has racked up 470
yards: Hammond, who led FSU
to a 37•37 tie with third-ranked
Alabama, has completed 38 passes to 34 for Stone.
But in yards passing the UNM
star has compiled 497 yards,
Hammond trails with only 407
yards in that statistical division.
Shatters School Records
Stone shattered school passing
records as the Lobos came of age
with an aerial attack against
Brigham Young University last
Saturday. His record performance came in his second varsity
appearance in a Lobo uniform.
First Year For Air
Until this season New Mexico
was almost notorious for being
a running ball club and then
Coach Bill Weeks unlea!!hed
Stone while the running back
blocked or l!tood around to watch,
Stone has lost' 56 yards on
play!! when he has kept the ball,
unable to get a pass off. Those
yards would have boosted him to
the head of the national standings.
Set WAC Records Too
After the first two weeks of
action, Stone leads the Western
Athletic Conference in passing
and total offense. He set or helped to set, a flurry of UNM and
WAC records last week and still

''

I

I
I

Cowboys1oscqno
Wins WAC Honor
Paul Toscano, who Wyoming
moved from safety to quarterback
this season, is the Western Athletic Conference back of the week
after completing 16 of 24 passes
for 196 yards and £our touchdowns to lead the Cowboys past
the Air Force Academy last Saturday.
.
One of the top prospects for the
weekly award was UNM's Terry
Stone who leads the WAC in passing this season and helped to set
12 school records in the Lobos'
44-14 loss to Brigham Young over
the weekend.
Toseano's 16 completions and
lo\lr touchdowns tied :Wyoming
school records and his 263 yards
of total offense broke the record
set by star quarterback Rick Egll)ff last year as he guided the
Cowboys to a 10·1 record and the
Sun Bowl championship •

TltwHPB
MOTORCYCLES

GO WITH THE LEADER

GO
TRIUMPH
200 C.C.. TO 650 C.C.

failed to win the league's "back
of the week" honors.
. Stone's only help in the backfield comes from another transfer, David Bookert, who leads
the conference in running. Bookert .came t!l UNM from Cisco,
Texas. Junior College.
Hendncks Grab~ 11
The biggest surprise of the
Lob o attac k lS
· sp l't
d A ce H en1 en
tdri.cks ~ho h1ast changd pAosit~onst
WJce smce a!! season. gatns
Brigham Young he caught. 11
passes for 195 yards to set WAC
single-game marks.
The split end, via defensive
back and fl~nker positi?n.s, he~ds
the league m pass recetvmg wlth
13 reception:;~ for 264 yard!!.
Ston~ has completed 34 of 70
pass tr1es for 441 yards and two

!'OJ'IM~Iii.Y CUSHMAN MOTORS

331·333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.

, PHONE 265·6531

WAC INDIVIDUAL STATS.
TOTAL O;FFENSE
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::~~ Bookert, NM
Max Anderson, ASU
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CharHe Smith, utah
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Pikes, SAEs Roll
Over Opponents
In Football Action

G No. Yds.
•Ace Hcnd~~~· NM
~
~=~e D:&~';;y, Wyo.
2
J, D. Hill, ABU Utah
~0
8
~r~uft:~~'U"ei. NM
~
'1
186
Hub Llnd~'y~yo.
~
~
b~k0~;:Yette, BYU
1
6
88
PUN'l'RETURNS
Player
No. Yda. Avg. TJlo
Vic w
~hln11NtoMn,
Wro.
184 174 12.4 1
•Joe 0Mllll,
105 18,1 0
Jim street. Utah
4 so 20,0 o

nm
m
m

Ig

i

~~~ B='lirn!'Y~YU

~ ~~ ~~;g

Tom Hooker ran ~ck an intercepted pass 60 yards, and Mike
Conway passed £or two touchdowns as Pi Kappa Alpha lived
u·p to its favorite role in defeating l'bi Delta Theta 21-0 yesterday in the first day of intramural
football action.
In other action Sigma Alpha
Epsilon trounced Phi Sigma Kappa 33-0. Sigma Phi Epsilon edged
Alpha Kappa Lambda by a touchdown and Phi Gamma Delta bested Kappa Alpha by a 7-0 score.
Fou:r teams were in action in
the Dorm League and all victories
were shutout~!. Navajo won over
Comanchero 1-0 by forfeit as Comanchero failed to show, Chimayo
was led by quarterback Larry
Ray who passed to Gary Ray for
the onl score of the game which
saw Tewa beaten 7-0.
The final score of the KearnyPueblo game was 12-0 with quarterback Larry Swachez skirting
left end for both scores. Pueblo
held Kearny four times within
the ten yard line to post their
shutout. Kiowa downed Mescalero
14-0 in the final shutout.

g

Jack Gehrke, Utah
1 12
56 o
Wally Scott, Arl,,
2 26 lB.o o
Steve Molner, Utah
1 u
52 1
Curley Culp, ASU
1 24 24.0 o
PASSING
KlCK OfF RETURNS
Player
G Att. Ool!>P. Int. Yds. TDS
~1" ~layer NM
~6if; TY"
•stone, NM 2
~~ ~ :;~ ~
0 vrar~n. ASU
5
9& 19:8 0
i::~~:; .!':~ ~
~~YJ~"fsuWyo, ~ ~~ ~=;~
1
25
3 801
Lyons, BYU 2 14
9
o 158
2
o Blake, NM
2
(9 2U o
E'dh's, BYU 1 16
9
o
87 1
~ ~!,~~:~~..
~ ~~ ~::8
C'U'n11, Utah 1 JS
B 1 108
P
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Carlos Montoya, flamenco gui·
tarist, will perform in the UNM
Concert Hall Saturday Oct. 21,
at 8:15 p.m.
A Spanish gypsy, Montoya was
the fir s t flamenco guitarist to
present solo concerts. His debut
as a concert soloist was preceeded
by years of accompanying flamenco dancers La Argentina, Vicente
Escudero, and Argentinita.
'Jllcke.ts are now available at
the Concert Hall box office at
$3.50 downstairs, $~.50 balcony,
and students, $2.00 in the baleony.
All seats a.re reserved.

Arizona's football team is the
smallest and largest Arizona·
team in the last couple of dl)cades.
Confused? To clear it up, the
Wildcats are the smallest in
numbers and the largest in physical size of any Arizona team in
recent yeara.

listen to KUNM

-~~~f.iti~ IT'S 1H~ RAGE
REGULAR
MODEL

C::

$2

~::;;_~~~ANY
"'LINE TEXT ·

· L"BSLlE WEBSTER, 200•Pound Iowa State tailbaek, wl.ll return
to the lineup for Saturday's game against UNM. Webster was the
No. 6 ruaher in the Big Eight last year and missed the Cyclones
first two games this year beeause of an injury. ISU lost its open·
ing games 34-3 to South Carolina and 52·0 to Texas Tech.

Tho finest INDESTRUCI'IBLE MErAL
POCKEr RUBBER SfAMP. 'It" I 2.".
Send eheek or money order. Be
sure to include Y<>Ur ZJp Code. No
postage or handling charges, Add
sales tax.
Promt~t ahlpment. S.tl.toctlon Gu1111n1Md

No WAC Play Saturday

THE MOPP CO.

p.

o. 11ft 111623 Lenox Squ.re Sbtion
A1U11TA, GA., 30326

Utah Heads WAC St:ats
In Tot:al Offense, Rushing

Attention Bowlers!
-and those who haven't yet started
CO-CAPTAIN AND starting eenter Dennis Marr who mo•ed up
from. the second unit should be • big as11et to the UNM Lobus if
they are to improve on this year their 1966 season. Matt already
has two seasons of varsity ball under his belt at New Mexico
Military Institute. (UNM photo.)

'Shop,' 'Ship of Fools'
Are Weekend Films
"The Shop on Main Street," a
tragicomedy about two persons
in Czechoslovakia during World
War II, will be shown at 7 e.nd 10
p.m. Friday in the Union Theater.
Admission is limited to prsons
associated with the University.
Katherine Anne Porter's aile·
gorical tale, "Ship of Fools," is
slated :for '7 and 10 p.m. Saturday
and again Sunday at 5 and 8 p.m.,
also in the Union Theater. Vivien
Leigh, Simone Signoret, and Oskar Werner are in lead roles.

Among thejobs held by WAC
football officials: court baiUft,
employment interviewer, teachercoach, insurance agent, bank of·
ficial, sporting goods salesman,
farmer, high sehool princi~al, investment counselor and researeh
chemist.

-or are out of practice

DENVER -

When the S.U.B. lanes are crowded .or..
for the low budget date off campus

LOMAS BOWL INC.
268-3396

7400 Lomas Blvd. NE
is providing

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY RATES
and includes rental shoes for ull
o~"" bowling day and night
frolll 9 A.M. to closing-upon
presentation of your UNM II) ,

card.

Free instrudlon

ancl

spedal

on bowling equipment
are also available to unlnnlty
pe11011neJ.

As you begin another important year of your education, remember to provide time for your
spiritual education. To help you, the College and Career Department of First Baptist Church has
a gift for you.
·
~hen you visit the College and Career Department, 123 Broadway 'SE on Sunday. October 1,
at e1ther 9:30 a.m. or 6:00 p.m. you'll receive free your choi~e of one of the following books:

····-·--~"-'

..

~

..The Gospel According to Peanuts ..
..World
....
......
.. Aflame
.. None of These Diseases

.. ·-· _........

"'

·-

~

,_,

Utah, which lost

a one-point thriller to rugged

·A Welcome Back to School Gift
for UNM Students

~·

MOFORSPORr

tthis sebeasoh'!• dis dsefcond~ in punt~ reurns
m
e en mg na 111na1
champion Vic Washington of
Wyoming, Casas has returned for
105 yards (13.1 average) and
Washington bas run punts back
for 1'14 yards and 12.4 average.

:!' ~~~eboro'lf~ASU i 1:

Flamenco Guitarist
To Appear at UNM

...... ..............

AT

touchdowns. Running back Book·
ert has handled the ball 39 times
for one TD ~nd ;1.40 yards.
Casas Best K1ck Returner
Joe Casa is the other Lobo that
shows up often in the WAC
state!!. He is first in kiekoff returns, averaging 60.5 yards per
return and one touchdown.
The senior, who switched from
·
b ack t o d ef enstve
.
back
runmng

....... .

BONUS: You•n also. receive a copy of the popular New Testament translation
"Good News for Modern Man."
.
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Minnesota Saturday and meets
another tough opponent this week
in Oregon, is the only team in
the Western Athletic Conference
to lead in two conference stati8.;
tical categories, Commissioner
Paul W. Brechler said Wednesday.
The Utes, who lost to Minnesota 12-13 on a touchdown pass
with 77 seconds remaining, top
the conference in total oifense
and rushing offense after the firl!t
two weeks of action.
Five of the six league teams
lead in at least one category and
the sixth ranks second in one
category.
Non-Conference Games
Demanding
No conference games are on
schedule this weekend (that
won't happen again until at
least 19'71), but the non-conference slate is heavily demanding.
Two teams seek to bcome the
first WAC elevens to defeat a
Big Ten opponent. Arizona State,
1-1, travels to Wisconsin while
Arizona, 0-1, meets Ohio State
at Columbus.
Brigham Young, 1·0, :hosts
Western Michigan of the MidAmerican conference and New
Mexico, 1-1 ,tackles Iowa State
of the Big Eight conference at
Ames.
UNM Is Best in OtfeltBe
The other game involving a
conference foe? It's Wyoming,
2-0, attemtping to avenge its lone
loss of 1966 against Colorado
State at Laramie.
Arizona State leads the WAC
in passing defense, Brigham
Young tops the league in rushing defense; New Mexico is best
in passing offense; and Wyoming
beads the list in total defense.
Widest margin between first
and second places in a category
Arizona State's football team,
from the head coach through the
team itself, . reported lean this
fall. "We feel we have the backs
to outquick some people this
fall," says coach Frank Kush.
"So we have to insUl'e that the
linemen can keep puce.'' Curley
Oulp, the Sun Devils' Ali~Amcri
can canqidate at lniddle guM·d,
dropped from 2'70 in the spring
to 245 this fall.

is in rushing offense, where Utah
enjoys a juicy 105-yard per game
lead over Wyoming (225-120).

Over 200,000 New Mexicans
have clinical arthritis. This is
more than all other diseases com,.
bined, ·reports the Arthritis Foun•
dation.

Hay R•d
I . es

For facts and inforl'!mtion on
Rheumatoid Arthritis, write for
your free bQOklet from the Arthritis Foundation, P. 0. Box 8022,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

OtVtSION

QF' "REAT.A

RP.,NCHES.

INC.

Special Rates to
Campus Organizations

UNM Students with 10 Cards Will Receive 25% Discount on
Horseback Riding Fridays.
Four Hills Ranch Rood SE

299-7078

Concert Holl

Wolfpup Hurt
Bruce Hennington, a freshman
tackle from Belen, is injured and
will miss the Wolfpup!!' opening
game against New Mexico State
here Oct. 14 and probably the remainder of the season. Hennington, the younger brother of Lobo
co-captain Rex, we n t into fall
practice at 6'1" and 215 pounds.
He was a football standout at Belen High.
Help the arthritic help himself.
The Arthritis Foundation has a
free booklet, Aids to Independence. Write to: Arthritis, P. 0.
B o x 802~, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

Special Concert Hall 1.0. Cards which
entitle you to 50 per cent discount on tickets
are now being issued free at SUB Box Office
Please present Activity Ticket when requesting 1.0. Cards.

HEY! EVE BABY!
What you need-We've.Got!
,£.

The Latest and Greatest
•an Fabulous Fashion for
CAMPUS WEAR
and EVERYWHERE
.}

like (for instance)

Skirts

Cu\\oiteS ·

Belts

P.J.'s
2931 MONT! VIS1'A ILVD., N,l! •

Just off the Cotner (If Girard

at Central

•

"!~

••
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4252 U. Students Get Aid

Nearly half of UNM's fulltime students last year received
some financial nupport througl1
the office of student aids.
The percentage will be about
the same or a· little higher this
year, Charles J. Sheehan, director
of student aids for UNM, ;predicts.
.
During the 1966-67 school year
4252 students drew a total of
$1,896,363 in aid under various

scholarship, grant, work, and loan
programs. The full-time enrollment last fall (undergraduates
carrying at · least 12 semester
hours and graduates with at least
nine hours) was 9950.
Sheehan estimates now that
dollar volume of aid will go. to
about $2.4 million·this year, helping some 4800 students.
The biggest single category of
aid, by dollar total last year, was ·

Student Power-

Rate Increases Seen
In Veteran Payment

(Continued from page 1)
to pay tuition until their demands
are met."
Another student added, "Forget
about student strikes, sit-ins.
Veterans now in school will
How many people will put their soon receive automatic increases
education on the line by not reg- in their GI Bill education checks,
istering for school? This is the the Veterans Administration anquestion we have to answer our- nounced today.
selves"!
Eft'ective Oct. 1, t h e new
No one was ready to answer amounts will be included in checks
that question, however. "I don't scheduled to arrive in November.
think we would get very honest
The rate increases were proanswers if we took a count of vided in Public Law 90-77, signed
this," said one student.
last month by the President. Single veterans taking full - time
Courses have been increased from
Weeks Praises Players $100 a mon.th to $130, veterans
New Mexico football coach Bill with one dependent from $125 to
Weeks has high ;praise for three $155, and veterans. with two deof his players. "David Bookert is pendents from $150 to $175. An
going to be a great back," he tells additional $10 will be provided
you. "He does some things on the monthly for each dependent in
neld that you don't ordinarily see. exces~ of two. Proportionately
Defensively, we've got two ends smaller allowances will be paid
who are going to be as good as for part-time training.
we've ever had. They have the
same last name - Silver (twin
brothers Danny and. Donny)." Incidentally, all three players were
members of the 1965 Hobbs, N.
M., football team whieh was state
runner-up.

I llne ad., fl5t-4 times, $2.00. Inaerticma

:lltaat be aubm•tted by noon on day before

llllhUeat!on to Room 159. Student l'ubUea&ns BulldJq, or telephone 277o4002 or
a?T-4102.

ROOM & BOARD
rHE COLLEGE INN still has 110111e accommodatl.ona aVailable. 20 meals a week,
maid & Unen ll!r'llce, color TV, awfm.
mlng pool, laundt-y . facl.llties, private
Parking, walking distance to campWJ.
Moderately :l>rlced, 308 Aah NE. Phtllle
2-43-2881.

SERVICES
l'YPEWRITER Sail!!! & Services, aU
makl!l!. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free Pickup and delivery, Open until .8
p.m•. on Monday & th111'1!ilay. E & E
Tn>ewriter
243•0588. Senice, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
FOR SALE
YAMAHA YA·6 Motorcycle, Excellent condition. Call Bob, 243·0066
after 6 :l>.m. 9/25, 27, 28. 29

986

FOR SALE
956 RAMBLER MetroPOlitan, running
condition. $150. Call after 5 p.m. Phone
no. 268·4906. 9/27, 28, 29: 1012.
~LASKAN Malamutes, puppies and stud
serv
12.1ce, Phone 247·2602. 9/27, 28, 29;
10

iTUDENT Representative for PLAYBOY
Magazine now has special rates for
UNM students. Call 247·9082. 9/27, 28,
29: 10/2.
PERSONALS

ERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIO POS'l'ERS & llUTTONS. It we
don't hnve them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples .and list. MA.
DAM. BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220,

EW
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Be sophisticated: drink Schlitz

Bill Carr, Associated Students
vice-president and delegate to the
National Student Association
(NSM) Congress last summer,
last night clairified his statement
"I don't think the NSA represents anyone," given in Wednesday's report to Student Senate.
Carr said, "When I made that
comment,·I meant that NSA was
only one of several student organizations and certainly not representat\ve of all students and
colleges across the nation.''
"Delegates to the Congress, and
this is true at UNM too, are not

Have the gall to call your Rolls-Royce
by its last name. Introduce your wigmaker to guests at your next beerbust.
l3rag about going on safari in evening
dress. And all because Schlitz has shown
you the light. You've learned well, you
little Schlitzkins. You've always a goodly
supply at hand. You know when you're
out of Schlitz, you're out of beer. Stay in.

c

11'66 Jot. Schlitz lr...Jng Co., Mllwauku, wr..

lovelace lecture
Tonight at 8p.m.

THE AUTUMN PARADE OF ENTERTAINMENT

Cheerleaders Boost Spirit
By YVONNE LOPEZ
The start of the football season at UNM signals a new year
for UNl\f cheerleaders, who lead
the student body in support and
sportsmanship.
The cheerleaders, selected in

ITS A WIDE WIDE WORLD
MYSTERIES of the BALKANS

and

6, 7:00

and

9:00 p.m.

The Darlings of the Frisco Rooftops

Margot FONTEYN- RudolphNUREYEV

PHYLLIS KIRK

in an all new, fuJI·Iength, full color film
The

and aii-Broadw~y cast in
Alfred Knott's

SWAN LAKE
Ballet
with Vienna State Orchestra
and Corps de Ballet
Admission by Performing Arts Subscription
or Adults $2.00 Children 'Y.z price

UNM STUDENTS $1.00

WAIT UNTIL DARK
Super Chiller by the Author of

DIAL M FOR MURDER
Admission-Theater Series Subscription or
Reserved Seats-$5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.5()

UNM STUDENTS % PRICE

OCT. 31-AII Hallow's Eve-7:00 and 9:00 p.m.

Giant SIN-IN and WITCH WATCH
The SINS of the FLESHAPOIDS

From the underground Crypts

and Assorted Live(?) Entertainment
Admission By Experimental Film Subscription or Adults $1.50

UNM STUDENTS $1.00

Tickets To All Events Now Available at Box Office

. I'

F. Lee Bailey, who announced
c:J.rlier this year that he will play
himself in the forthcoming movie,
"The Sam Sheppard Story," will
speak in the Concert Hall Sunday at 8 p.m.
Bailey, the noted criminal lawyer who successfully brought
about an acquittal for Dr. Sam
Sheppard in the highly publicized
murder case, also announced recently that he will open offices
in Los Angeles and Frankfurt
with Melvin Belli.
Belli is a former counsel for the
late Jack Ruby; he has his main
office in San Francisco, and his
daughter is a UNM graduate.
The latest defense effo.rts of
Bailey ended in failure when Dr.
Carl Coppolino was convicted
April 28 of the murder of his
wife with a poisonous anesthetic.
The May 7 New York Times reported that the drug, succinylcholine, was thought to be impossible to detect.
Bailey protested the second de~
gree murder verdict and called it
"a joke 11
He later went on the NBC ••Tonight Show" and said that the
toxicologist in the case, Dr. C. J.
Umberger, had indicated to him
that the jury was incorrect in
rendering a guilty verdict on the
basis of ·his (Dr. Umberger's)
testimony.
Umberger replied by threaten·
ing a slander proceeding against
Bailey. The New York Times
quoted Umberger as saying ••He
knows damn well that I didn1t
~~ay al)ything like that."

The first William Randolph
Lov'elace II Memorial Lecture
will be given tonight at 8 in the
Concert Hall. Dr. Robert C. Seamans Jr., deputy administrator
of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. (NASA),
wil lspeak on "Man's Role in
Space Fligltt." .
This lectureship has been established as a tribute to Dr. Willimn Randolph Lovelace II by his
professional colleagues at the
Lovelace Clinic and Foundation.
These annual lectureships will
be in the humanities and sciences

man, three-women squad include
the sale of freshman beanies,
booster buttons, and the red
Coach King crying towels during
the basketball season.
Men cl1eerleaders for the '67-68
sd10ol year are John Ba1·boUJ:
(head), Ga1·y Cone, and G 1' e i g
Mag-nason.
Girls un the squad are Connie
Ch<!!'!(', Jaynee li'onteeehio, and
Carol Elliott.
Promotion of spirit is t!1e main
function of tlw chc(•J·l~D.ders, who
will feature a new "Louie the
Lobo" at UNM's next home football game on Oct. 7. The cheerleaders will also use an Indian
Bailey wil !address the UNM drum, reputedly the largest in
audience on the topic, "The De- the world, in connection with the
fense Never Rests." There is no Kiva Club to further promote
charge for the lecture.
enthusiasm among the crowd.
In the future UNM cheerleaders will support the Lobos in
games played at the University
of Arizona, Tucson, and San Jose
State, San J ooe, Calif.
This summer UNM was represented at the National CheerleadDR. ROBER.T SEAMANS, JR.
ers clinic in Dallas, Tex., by John
Barbour and Jaynce Fontecchio. and will be given by outstanding
speakers of the world.
The late Dr. Lovelace was president and director of the Lovelace Foundation for Medical Research and Education and served
closely with Dr. Seamans in
NASA. He worked first as a conThe nine Albuquerque City sultant for NASA, and finally
Commission candidates will ap. as director of space medicine for
· pear in a special hour-long tele- that agency.
vision program to be broadcast
He held this position until his
by KNME·TV, Channel 5, this death in December, 1965.
evening at 8 p.m. Each candidate
Dr. Lovelace has been called
will appear individually for about a great patriot, humanitarian,
six minutes, and will be asked philanthropist, scientist, and leadquestions about the emerging is- er. He was influential in helping
sUes in the campaign.
F. LEE BAILEY
to solve many of the nation's
Leading the panel of question~ problems during both World War
ers will be Jess Price, Director of II and the Korean conflict and
Mirage Pictures
the Division of Information and through much of the pioneering
Publications at UNM. Rounding age of aviation and space meditndividual pictures for The
out the panel will be Bob LaW- cine.
Mirage, the UNM yearbook,
rence, -editor of the Albuquerque
Dr. Seamans, who has been ac':'
will be taken next week in the
News, and Dick Krause of the tive in the fields of missiles and
photo lab,· room 215 of the
KNME staff.
aeronautics since 19411 was asJournalism building. Times
This
s
p
e
cia
I
broadcast
of
sociated
professionally with Dr.
are 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Oct. 3-4 and
11 Candidates' Press
Co~erence:
Lovelace at NASA.
9 a.m.-7 p.m. Oct. 5-6. The cost
City Commission Oandiates '67"
Dr. Seamans' address will be
for a picture in the Mirage
will be repeated Monday after- published in the journal of Aeroplus one 2ux3" print is $1.50
noon, Oct. 2, at 2 p.m. on Channel space Medicine. Reprints will be
with a student ID card.
5.
made available.

F. Lee Bailey Will Address
U.Audience Sunday,Oci:.l

OCT. 16-8: 15 p.m.
Star of Thin Man TV Series
in Person

the spring on the basis of appearance, personality, and skill, are
bMked up during the football
season by the Chaparrals for
more participation by the students.
Special projects of the three-

Noted Criminal Lawyer

A personally narrated full color adventure-in-depth into the little known recesses of the Balkan StatesA splendid entertainment. Admission-Travel Series Subscription or Adults $1.50 UNM STUDENTS $1.00.

OCT. 5

No.9

NSA Represents,
Says Carr, But Is
Only One of Many

TIDS GROUP of nine students, the UNM cheerleaders, will be one of the two pep groups lending
spirit to all Lobo football and basketball games this Ye!ir. The che~rleaders are (from left): Gary
Cone Connie Chase Greig Magnuson, Jaynee Fontecch10, Carol Ellmtt, and John Barbour. The other
pep ~roup which win be appearing at all Lobo home games is the Chaparrals. (UNM photo.)

Gene Wianco and his Film.

q,.·

Our Seventy-first Year of Editorial freedom

The Cultural Program Committee-Associated Students
present

Sept. 28-7:30 p.m.

Utah Receiver Speaks

WANT ADS

Quackery and quack cures for
arthritis drain millions from our
economy. Over 100 times the
amount spent on research and rehabilitation is spent needlessly,
reports the Arthritis Foundation.

and

A quick check of conference
records shows that Wyoming set
a league standard for most consecutive conference "li.ctoriea when
it defeated :Arizona, 36-17, Sept.
1.6. The Cowboys now have won
six straight conference games,
starting with their .28-6 triumph
over Arizona State last year.
They shared the previous mark
of five with the 1964-65 New
Mexico teams.

CLASsiFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

The Western Athletic Conference received the best composite
rating of any conference in the
country in the recent Football
Writers of America facilitiesservices survey. Of 12 grades,
WAC schools received 11 A's and
one B+. No other conference
could match this. A tip of the hat
to the six WAC sports informa-

Fad diets are of little use to
the control of arthritis. For a
free copy of Diet and Arthritis,
write The Arthritis Foundation,
P. o. Box 8022, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

CONCERT I-IALL

Wyoming Sets Mark

Speedy Thomas, Utah's ace
pass receiver, likes to think ahead
on his patterns. ''When I line up
on a pass play, I try to figure out
a s-pecial fake pattern against a
particular defensive halfback,"
he says. "I1ve found it possible
often to fake out a defensive man
either long before or just before
you catch the ball. Getting that
closest defender out of the way is
the most important. After that,
you often get some running
room."

the National Defense Student
Loan program, Sheehan said. A
total · of 983 students received
$555,860 in NDSL money -lowinterest government loans, payable over ten years after completion of school.
The defense loans are designed
to help persons from low income
families who might not otherwise be able to attend college.
"Last year," Sheehan said, "624
or approximately two-thirds of
all of the National Defense stuident loans we processed were for
students from families with incomes of less than $3000 a year.''
The next most popular source
.of aid was the state-guaral)teed
loan program, in which students
can make long-term, low-interest
loans from their own banks.
Sheehan's office reported 1096 of
these, totaling $467,252.
University and sponsored scholarships went to 589 students in
an aggregate amount of $333,050,
and 193 students received $8250
in Economic Opportunity Grants,
which do not have to be repaid.

---
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City Office-Seekers

To Appear on KNME

elected in any specified way. Delegates are appointed 'and this could
account for the large number of
liberals representing universities
at the Congress," Carr said.
Not All Students
He said, "My main objection to
the consideration of major resolutions such as black power, student
power, and the Viet Nam issue is
that it goes on the books as action taken by the NSA. People
get the impression that these resolutions are the stands of all
students, and they certainly are
not.''
"The UNM delegation was more
interested in studying and seeing
the continuance of the student
services program, something that
has a direct affect on the students," Carr said.
McAdams 'Valuable'
When asked if he thought the
Congress was worthwhile, Carr
said, "If we were there to get
Jim McAdams elected to the National Supervisory Board then I
would say we were very successful. Jim is very much interested
in the student services aspect of
NSA .and Lknow that he will be
very 'valuable to NSA.''
"As for getting anything definite. done," Carr contii1.JJed, "it
was too much of an administrative
fiasco for that. The distracting influence of Students for a Democratic Society ( SDS) certainly
was a hindrance to the Congress."
SDS Speakers Conflict
Carr mentioned at the Student
Senate meeting Wednesday that
SDS scheduled speakers (one of
them: civil-:::ights figure Dick
Gregory) directly conflicted with
some of the major speakers at
the Congress. Carr described the
influence o! SDS as "disruptive.''
"I am certainly not for UNM's
withdrawal from NSA because it
is a valuabl organization with
potential for great accompliGhments. I may have hinted nt that
when I gave my report to Senate,
but I just got a little hclt;" Carr
said.

Tutor Orientation
An orientation session :for
tutors in the UNM Tutoring
P1·ogram will be held at 9
a.m. Saturday in Anthropology 101. The session is designed for those people who
have already signed up for the
program1 but all interested
students and adults are invited.

To Read Paper
Dr. Shlomo Karni, associate
professor of Electrical Engineering at UNM, and James E. Steelman, a graduate student,,~ill deliver a paper, "Synthesis. of
Bashkow's A Matrix for the Gen.,.
eral RC Case," at the Fifth AI·
lerton Conference on Circuit and
Systems Theory, University of
Illinois, Urbana, Ill.;, on ~ct. 4-6.

Corky Gonzales
Rudolfo "Corky" Gonzales,
controversial Spanish-American civil rights figure, poet,
and editor of the Denver newspaper "El Callo'1 will speak on
"Chicano Power" tomorrow
afternoon at 3 p.m. in Mitchell
Hall 101. The discussion is being sponsored by the Thunderbird, UNM literary magazine.
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